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ABSTRACT: The effect of the hybridization of short
glass fibers (GFs) and talc mineral filler on the tensile
mechanical performance of injection-molded propylene-
ethylene copolymer composites (PPcop) with and without
weld lines (WLs) was studied in this work. The fibrous
reinforcement imparts high-tensile stiffness and strength
to the molding but originates a highly anisotropic compos-
ite. The negative effect of this anisotropy is even worse
when WLs occur in the molding, as the high aspect ratio
GFs tend to be oriented on the weak plane of the WL.
Through hybridization of GF and talc, combined in differ-
ent proportions, it is possible to obtain improved mechani-
cal properties in comparison to the standard GF reinforced

PPcop composites. The combination of GF with talc was
shown to be beneficial for the WL strength of PPcop com-
posites, once a synergism effect was achieved with the
expected optimization of the fibers/particles packing effi-
ciency of the hybrid reinforcement. At a given constant
total reinforcement concentration, the experimental data of
both tensile modulus and strength properties of the hybrid
composites without WL were above the predictions
derived from the estimated rule of mixtures. VVC 2009 Wiley
Periodicals, Inc. J Appl Polym Sci 114: 3592–3601, 2009
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INTRODUCTION

Polypropylene (PP) is a very versatile polymer with
many qualities, such as excellent chemical resistance,
good mechanical performance, and low cost. These
characteristics make PP the polymer of choice for a
wide variety of general purpose and engineering
applications by suitable modification of the mechani-
cal properties of the matrix polymer by addition of
either mineral or fibrous reinforcements.1 For engi-
neering applications, short glass fibers (GFs) are
widely added to PP compounds to enhance the
mechanical properties of the matrix polymer. These
thermoplastic composites are commonly processed
by the injection-molding process because of its high
production rate and versatility in producing simple
or complex geometry moldings of different sizes and
with dimensional accuracy.1,2 Nevertheless, during
the injection-molding process, the material is sub-
jected to a severe thermo-mechanical processing his-
tory that originates residual stresses and creates
preferential orientation of both the matrix polymer

chains and the reinforcing fibers. The magnitude of
these effects varies across the thickness and also
with the position of the gating point in the mold-
ing.3,4 Close to the mold walls, in the so-called ‘‘skin
layer’’ of the molding, the polymer chains and the
GF are highly oriented in the main direction of flow
(MDF) during the mold cavity filling; whereas in the
core region of the molding, the polymer chains and
GF are preferentially oriented transverse to the
MDF.3–6 This differential orientation of the polymer
chains and fibers across the thickness and length of
the molding induces significant anisotropy on the
physical and mechanical property fields and can
lead to problems such as warpage of injection-
molded parts.
Very often in the injection molding of thermoplas-

tic parts, weld lines (WLs) are formed as a result of
the meeting of two melt flow fronts due to the pres-
ence of an obstacle in the mold cavity, changes in
the molding thicknesses, or when two or more injec-
tion gates are used. The WL is usually a region of
less entanglement of the polymer molecules and
unfavorable orientation of the polymer and the rein-
forcements. Because of their specific characteristics,
WLs have a detrimental effect on the mechanical
performance of the moldings.3,4,7–11 This effect is
particularly bad when a butt WL is formed, as a
result of direct impingement of flow fronts coming
from opposite injection gates. In this case, the
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polymer molecules and reinforcements tend to orient
in the plane of the WL. When the main direction of
mechanical loading in the molded part is transverse
to this WL plane, the mechanical performance of the
molding is greatly depreciated. This problem is fur-
ther worsened if the polymer is compounded with
high aspect ratio reinforcements like GF.12,13 However,
if lamellar fillers of relatively low aspect ratio such as
talc are used, the anisotropy resulting from the orien-
tation of the fillers in the plane of WL is expected to
be less significant, and the reduction on mechanical
properties should not be so critical. Talc is a lamellar
mineral filler commonly used in PP compounds
because of its enhancing effect on the stiffness and on
the heat distortion temperature. In addition, its low
aspect ratio contributes to more isotropic physical and
mechanical properties of the moldings.1,14–18

The idea of combining short GFs with particulate
minerals for use as reinforcing fillers for thermoplas-
tic composites has been for long time suggested as a
way of getting an adequate balance of improved me-
chanical properties without excessive anisotropic
effects.19-21 This hybrid-reinforcement principle is of
special interest for engineering applications, as the
hybridization of reinforcements with different prop-
erties and aspect ratios presents several advantages:

• Reduction in mechanical anisotropy of moldings
by partially replacing high aspect ratio fibrous
reinforcements, such as glass and carbon fibers,
with particulate (calcium carbonate) or lamellar
(talc or mica) mineral fillers;

• Wide combination of physical and mechanical
properties can be obtained by changing the pro-
portions of each type of reinforcement;

• Economic advantage resulting from diluting ex-
pensive reinforcements like glass or carbon
fibers with cheaper mineral ones, such as
CaCO3, talc, or mica.

• Improved mechanical and other functional char-
acteristics of the hybrid composite, in compari-
son with single reinforcement composites,
derived from possible synergistic interaction
effects between different reinforcements.

A particularly interesting synergistic effect derived
from the combination of fibrous and particulate fillers
is related to the expected increase in the hybrid fill-
er’s fibers/particles packing efficiency, as verified by
Milewski,22 when compared with that of fibers only
filled composites. Thus, according to the well-known
Mooney’s eq. (1) that governs the rheology of concen-
trated suspensions4 the relative viscosity (gr) of a
highly filled thermoplastic composite, at any given
volume fraction (/f) of filler/reinforcement used,
should decrease with increasing filler/reinforcement’s
maximum volume packing fraction (/fmax) and also

with decreasing Einstein coefficient (KE), related to
the flow restriction caused by the introduction of
rigid particles/fibers, as demonstrated below:

ln gr ¼
KE/f

1� /f

/fmax

8
>>>>>>>>>>>>:

9
>>>>>>>>>>>>;

(1)

Thus, the partial substitution of high aspect ratio
GFs by low aspect ratio mineral talc filler should
contribute to the reduction in the viscosity of the
hybrid composite during the injection-molding pro-
cess and this synergistic effect should reflect directly
on the state of fiber orientation of the composite
molding, especially in its WL region.
Despite the fact that the mechanical behavior of

polymers with hybrid fibrous-particulate reinforce-
ments has been studied by various authors,19,20,23,24

their influence on the mechanical performance of
moldings with WLs has not been sufficiently stud-
ied.25,26 Namely, doubts still remain on which effects
are to be expected from the combination of high
aspect ratio reinforcements, like GF, with lamellar
mineral fillers, like talc, in composites based on PP,
especially when WLs are present.
In this article, the tensile properties of propylene

copolymer (PPcop) composites reinforced with vary-
ing concentrations of GF-particulate talc mineral
hybrid systems were analyzed. The mechanical per-
formance was assessed using tensile test specimen
with and without WLs.

EXPERIMENTAL

Materials

A heterophase propylene-ethylene copolymer (PPcop

matrix–PX 1955), with melt flow rate of 4.71 g/
10 min and density of 0.866 g/cm3, was chosen as
the matrix polymer and was supplied by Braskem
Brazil. The talc mineral filler (T-GM-10), with aver-
age particle size d50 ¼ 2.6 lm (as measured by sed-
igraphy) and density of 2.78 g/cm3, was supplied by
Magnesita Brazil. Short GF (GF - E 968), with den-
sity of 2.58 g/cm3 and nominal fiber diameter of
13 lm, was supplied by Vetrotex Brazil in the form
of chopped roving of 4.5 mm length.
The hybrid compositions, presented in Table I,

were chosen in a way to analyze:

• The influence of partial substitution of GF by talc
on PP composite properties at constant total rein-
forcement (fiber þ talc) concentration (40% wt).

• The influence of increasing talc content (0, 10,
20, and 30 wt %) on PP composite properties at
constant fiber concentration (20 wt %).
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Compounding

These formulations were compounded in a Werner-
Pfleiderer ZSK-30 corotating twin-screw extruder.
The PPcop composites with talc only were prepared
through the dilution of a previously prepared mas-
terbatch of PPcop with 40 wt % of talc (40T), to
assure complete dispersion and distribution of the
filler particles in the matrix. In the case of the com-
posites with fiber, a single extrusion run was
adopted to avoid excessive breakage of GFs. The
hybrid composites were also prepared in a single
extrusion run by incorporating fibers into a mix of
pure PPcop with the 40T masterbatch, in the propor-
tions required to obtain the desired formulations.

Molding

Dog-bone-shaped tensile test specimens (ASTM
D638 Type-1) with and without WLs were injection
molded in an Arburg automatic injection machine
(Allrounder V-270) with clamping force of 800 kN.
The tensile bars could be single or double film gated
by changing detachable parts of the mold. The dou-
ble gating at opposite extremities caused a butt WL
to be formed at the middle section of the specimen,
as shown in Figure 1.

The injection-molding conditions were kept con-
stant within possible limits for all formulations to
allow the analysis of the influence of the composite
material variables on the tensile performance, inde-
pendently from the processing parameters. The
specimens were molded with melt temperature of
250�C, mold temperature of 40�C, injection rate of
12 cm3/s, and holding pressure of 46 MPa.

Characterisation and testing

The actual weight concentrations of the composites
were determined through pyrolysis of the molded
samples in a microwave oven at 620�C for 30 min.

The volume concentrations were calculated using
the equations related below for systems with single
reinforcement (2) and for hybrid reinforcement (GF
þ T) systems (3). In the case of the hybrid systems,
the weight concentration of each reinforcement sys-
tem was estimated based on the nominal component
fractions.

/f ¼
Mf

qf
Mf

qf
þ ð1�Mf Þ

qm

(2)

/fþt ¼
Mf

qf
þ Mt

qt
Mf

qf
þ Mt

qt
þ 1�ðMfþMtÞ

qm

(3)

where M and q represent the weight fraction and
the density of the materials and the suffixes m, f,
and t are related to the matrix, fiber, and talc,
respectively.
The fibers extracted from the pyrolysis residues of

the composites were measured using optical micros-
copy analysis. The data for calculating the GF
weight average fiber length (Lw) were acquired with
the Pro-Plus image analyzer program. The calcula-
tion of the weight average fiber length was based on
approximately 1200 fibers for each composition
using the equation:

LW ¼
P

i¼1 l
2
i niP

i¼1 lini
(4)

where ni is the number of fibers with li range of fiber
length.
To verify the nucleating effect of talc on the PPcop

matrix, the degree of crystallinity of the PPcop matrix
in each composition was calculated from the heat
flux of the endotherm peak from the first heating
curve measured by differential scanning calorimetry
in a Netzch 204 instrument. The samples were
submitted to a cycle of heating, cooling and heating
from 50 to 200�C, with heating and cooling rates
of 10�C min�1. The heat flux of 100% crystalline
PP considered for crystallinity determination was
209 J/g.27

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) observations
were carried out over the plane parallel to the

TABLE I
Nominal Weight (and Calculated Real Volume)

Concentrations of Reinforcements
Used in PPcop Composites

Nominal (wt %) Composite codes (vol %)

Matrix
PPcop

Reinforcements Glass Fiber Hybrids Talc

10 10GF(3.91) – 10T(3.38)
20 20GF(8.06) – 20T(7.23)
30 30GF(13.09) 20GF10T(12.53) 30T(11.40)
40 40GF(18.62) 10GF30T(17.25) 40T(16.16)

20GF20T(17.91)
30GF10T(18.28)

50 – 20GF30T(24.86) –

Figure 1 Dog-bone-shaped tensile test specimens (a)
without and (b) with weld lines.
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thicknesses of the tensile bars, as shown in Figure 2,
to observe the orientation of the reinforcements, in
samples with and without WL. For this analysis, a
Leica Cambridge microscope, model S360, was used
on gold-coated cryo-fractured surfaces of PPcop com-
posite samples.

The tensile tests were carried out with an Instron
universal testing machine, model 5569, according to
ASTM D638 specifications, using a crosshead dis-
placement rate of 5 mm min�1.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Crystallinity

The DSC results, depicted in Figure 3, indicate that
the presence of the reinforcements does not influ-
ence significantly the crystalline fraction of the heter-
ophase propylene copolymer matrix. As the
observed variations in crystallinity content of PPcop

matrix are minor and within the deviations associ-
ated to this type of analysis, it is to be expected that
these crystallinity variations should not influence the
analysis of mechanical properties of the PPcop

composites.

Mechanical strength

The influence of the reinforcement volume concen-
tration on the tensile strength (TS) of the composite
moldings without WL is depicted in Figure 4. As
one could expect, the addition of GF (high aspect
ratio reinforcement) increases significantly the TS of
PPcop in comparison with the less efficient (lower
aspect ratio reinforcement) talc-filled composites.
Also, the observed increase in TS with the fiber
volume fraction is not linear in the GF-reinforced PP
composites. This behavior is associated to the sub-
stantial fiber breakage during processing when
higher GF loading (30 and 40 wt %) is used and to
the consequent reduction of the average fiber length
(Lw), as shown in Table II. The fiber length decreased
from 750 lm in the 10GF composite to 451 lm in the
40GF composite and, consequently, contributes to
reduced fiber reinforcement efficiency at higher GF
loadings.
In the case of the hybrid composites with equiva-

lent total reinforcement content, the TS data were

Figure 2 Planes parallel to the thickness of tensile speci-
men (a) observed by SEM in samples without and (b) with
(b) weld line.10

Figure 3 Crystalline content (%) of PPcop matrix with dif-
ferent reinforcements. The results were normalized to con-
sider only the mass of the matrix.

Figure 4 Tensile strength of the composites as a function
of the volume fraction of GF and talc reinforcements in
the moldings without WL.

TABLE II
Weight Average Length of GF in the Composites

Composites Lw (lm)

10GF 750.5
20GF 654.5
30GF 508.7
40GF 451.0
20GF10T 569.9
20GF20T 521.8
20GF30T 515.0
10GF30T 548.9
30GF10T 466.7
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always located between the ‘‘reference’’ composites
data (GF only and talc only reinforced composites), as
also shown in Figure 4. On replacing part of the GFs
by talc (composites 40GF – 30GF10T – 20GF20T –
10GF30T), the TS of the resulting hybrid composites
decreased.

When the GF concentration is kept constant at 20
wt %, the addition of talc causes a nearly linear
decrease in the TS of the hybrid composite with
increasing talc content (Fig. 4). This decrease in TS
can be associated to the reduction of the GF length,
as shown in Table II, which was probably induced
by the increase in viscosity of the hybrid composite
caused by the talc addition. Thus, considering that
talc had a relatively small influence on the TS of the
PPcop matrix (Fig. 4), the reduction of the GF aspect
ratio had apparently a greater influence on this
property than the increase of the total hybrid (GF þ
T) reinforcement concentration. This same reduction
may also justify the lower TS of the hybrid compos-
ite 30GF10T compared with the composite 30GF.

In Figure 5, the TS data are plotted as a function
of the relative concentration of GF in the hybrid
composites. The traced lines in this graph represent
the TS predictions of the hybrid composites that
would be expected from applying an approximation
of the simple rule of mixtures for each specific total
reinforcement concentration (30 or 40 wt %). Analyz-
ing the TS data of the hybrid composites at constant
40 wt % of total reinforcement (GF þ T) concentra-
tion (composites 30GF10T; 20GF20T; 10GF30T), it
can be seen that these composites exhibit TS values
above the predictions given by the rule of mixtures.
This can indicate an interesting synergistic effect
derived from the expected melt viscosity reduction

of the hybrid composites, in comparison with the
composite filled with fibers only (40GF), as previ-
ously discussed on the influence of hybridization of
the reinforcement system (GF þ T) on the melt vis-
cosity predictions based on the Mooney’s eq. (1).
This reduced melt viscosity effect derived from par-
tial substitution of GF by talc particles contributes to
lower overall fiber attrition in the hybrid composites,
as verified from the observed increase in the GF av-
erage length (Lw data in Table II). As this increase in
the fiber length of the residual GF in the hybrid-rein-
forcement is not computed in the predictions from
the rule of mixtures, the observed improvement in
the TS values of these hybrid composites can only
be attributed to the more effective stress transfer
from the polymer matrix to the higher aspect ratio
GFs. This same behavior is also verified in the com-
posite 20GF10T, in comparison with the composite
30GF.

The effect of the weld lines

The TS data of the moldings with WLs investigated
in this study are represented in Figure 6(a). This
same TS data are also represented in Figure 6(b) in
terms of WL integrity factor, which indicates the
depreciative effect induced by WLs on the mechani-
cal properties (i.e., TS and modulus) of the compo-
sites. The WL integrity factor (FWL) is defined as:

FWL ¼ PWL

P
(5)

where, PWL is the mechanical property (e.g., TS �rR

or elastic modulus � E) in the WL zone, and P is
the same property in the molding without or away
from the WL.
Thus, the maximum value of FWL ¼ 1 means that

the WL does not influence the mechanical property
of the molded part, whereas values of this factor
below unity correspond to a reduction of the prod-
uct performance as a consequence of the WL
formed.
The influence of the reinforcement system on the

mechanical performance is better shown in Figure
6(b), where the data are normalized in terms of the
WL integrity factor FWL for varying reinforcement
volume fractions. The integrity factor FWL of about
90% for the unfilled PPcopmoldings in Figure 6(b)
and Table III confirms the lack of the polymer mo-
lecular cohesion/entanglement in the WL region.
The negative influence of the higher aspect ratio
reinforcement is confirmed by the lower values of
FWL for composites with GF, when compared with
the same data for talc composites (Table III). Also, a
steeper reduction of FWL with increasing GF content
(from 0.52 with 10 wt % of GF to 0.21 with 40 wt %

Figure 5 Tensile strength (TS) of PPcop hybrid composites
(without WL), as a function of the relative weight fraction
of GF in the total reinforcement concentration. The traced
lines represent an estimation of the TS behavior expected
from applying the rule of mixtures.
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of GF) can be noticed in Figure 6(b), when compared
with the data for the talc-filled composites (from
0.75 with 10 wt % of talc to 0.60 with 40 wt % of
talc). At higher filler content, this contributes to the
similarities of the TS values for GF and talc compo-
sites moldings with WL, as shown in Figure 6(a).
Again, the above-mentioned observations also justify
the lower TS of the 40GF composite with WL, when
compared with the talc only composite (40T).

The values of FWL for moldings from hybrid com-
posites were intermediary to the data of their ‘‘refer-
ence’’ composites with a single reinforcement.
However, all the hybrid composite moldings with
WL presented TS values higher than that of single

GF or talc reinforced composites, indicating a syner-
gism effect. This effect is probably due to the
expected melt viscosity decrease of the hybrid com-
posites which, following the previously mentioned
Mooney eq. (1), can be attributed to an increase of
the maximum volume packing fraction (/fmax)
obtained through the combination of GF with talc.
This explanation is coherent with the results of
Leite,28 who confirmed the increase of /fmax with the
combination of GF and talc in a PPcop matrix, com-
pared to the /fmax values obtained with a single
reinforcement (GF or talc). Therefore, at equivalent
reinforcement concentrations, the hybrid reinforced
composite melt has a viscosity lower than that of the
composite with single reinforcement (GF or talc). As
the lower viscosity permits higher molecular mobil-
ity at the same injection temperature, better polymer
chains entanglement occurs during the formation of
the WL in the hybrid composites than would be
expected with the single GF composite, where
adverse orientation arises in the WL plane.7,9,10,12,26

It is also possible to verify in Figure 6(a), a
decrease in the TS of the hybrid composites with the
increase of the total reinforcement content. This may
well result from the higher viscosity of the more
heavily filled composites. The higher viscosity
implies reduced molecular mobility and, probably,
the presence of more fibers aligned in the WL plane,
leading to a poorer WL TS.

Stiffness

The influence of the reinforcement volume fraction
on the elastic tensile modulus of the composites is
shown in Figure 7 for all composites considered in
this study. As previously observed for the TS data
of PP composites, the higher reinforcement efficiency
of the high aspect ratio GF, in comparison with the

TABLE III
Weld Line Integrity Factors (FWL) for the Tensile

Strength and Modulus of PP Composites

Compositions

FWL

rR E

PPcop 0.93 0.91
10T 0.75 0.95
20T 0.71 0.86
30T 0.64 0.82
40T 0.60 0.82
20GF10T 0.45 0.69
20GF20T 0.45 0.63
20GF30T 0.40 0.62
10GF30T 0.45 0.73
30GF10T 0.37 0.56
10GF 0.52 0.73
20GF 0.40 0.59
30GF 0.32 0.53
40GF 0.21 0.41

Figure 6 (a) Weld line tensile strength data and (b) weld
line integrity factor (FWL) of the composites, as a function
of the volume fraction of reinforcements.
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much lower aspect ratio lamellar talc particles, is
also verified in the elastic modulus data.

In the case of the elastic modulus data of the GF-re-
inforced composite, measured at very small test spec-
imen deformations as compared to the higher
deformation measurements for the TS data, the mod-
ulus increase was almost linear with the GF content
as shown in Figure 7. Through these results, it can be
concluded that the combined influence of the com-
posite melt viscosity increase and the reduction of av-
erage fiber length was not as significant as observed
for the TS property. The contribution of the talc to the
composite stiffness was also higher than that
observed for the TS properties, as the stress transfer
from the matrix to the talc filler is more efficient at
small deformations. Furthermore, there is the benefi-
cial effect of the higher interfacial adhesion between
the components, assured by the same nonpolar na-
ture of the PPcop and the talc lamellae.1

The hybrid composites presented values of tensile
modulus also intermediate to those obtained for the
GF or talc reference composites. In the hybrid com-
posites with constant total reinforcement concentra-
tion (40 wt %), the partial substitution of GF by talc
led to a decrease in the modulus, as it would be
expected. Nevertheless, in the case of the hybrid
composites with constant GF concentration of 20
wt %, a substantial increase in the modulus is
achieved with talc addition, as observed in Figure 7.
This indicates exactly an opposite effect to that
observed on the TS properties of these same hybrid
composites. A possible explanation for this opposite
effect on the analyzed TS and modulus properties
lies in the fact that the addition of rigid talc particles
reduces significantly the mobility of the polymer
matrix in the vicinity of the filler particles surface.
This factor is now more significant for the hybrid

composite’s modulus enhancement than the reported
reduction in the average GFs length (Lw in Table II),
which influenced significantly the TS data.
Another factor that can be contributing to the mod-

ulus increment is the fiber orientation in the direction
of the mechanical loading. In hybrid composites, the
presence of small aspect ratio fillers like talc or cal-
cium carbonate tend to influence the orientation pro-
file of GF across the thickness of injection-molded
parts. Previous studies23,24 have demonstrated that
the addition of talc or calcium carbonate in PP com-
posites with constant concentration of GF led to an
increase of fiber orientation in the main direction of
the cavity filling (increase of the skin layer), induced
by viscosity increase. Thus, in the analysis of tensile
mechanical properties of hybrid fibrous-particulate
polymer composites, it appears important to consider
that the presence of the particulate fillers influences
the viscosity of the composite melt, which in turn
influences the average GF length and the degree of
orientation of the reinforcing fibers in the moldings.
The tensile modulus data of the composites as a

function of the relative concentration of GF in the
total reinforcement concentration are summarized in
Figure 8. Once more, it can be noted that the tensile
moduli of the hybrid composites are higher than
expected from the estimated rule of mixtures, when
compared in composites with the same total rein-
forcement concentration. These results can be attrib-
uted to the previously discussed increase of GF
length with the partial substitution of GF by talc in
composites with constant total 40 wt % reinforce-
ment content.

The effect of the weld lines

In the case of the moldings with WLs, as shown in
Figure 9(a,b), the depreciative effect of the WL was
higher in the case of GF composites (lower FWL

Figure 8 Tensile modulus of composites without WL, as
a function of the relative weight fraction of GF in the total
reinforcement concentration. The lines represent an estima-
tion of the behavior predicted with the rule of mixtures.

Figure 7 Elastic tensile modulus of PPcop composites
without weld lines.
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values in Table III). The highest absolute values of
the tensile modulus were observed for the hybrid
composites. This is also a synergistic effect of the
hybrid reinforcement with fibers and particulate fill-
ers, resulting from lower WL depreciative effect on
the tensile modulus due to the expected decrease of
melt viscosities derived from higher /fmax values of
these hybrid composites, as discussed previously in
the case of the TS properties.

Morphology

Figure 10 exhibits SEM micrographs of cryo-frac-
tured surfaces of PP composites along the thickness
of tensile bars showing the orientation of GF in the
WL region and away from it. In Figure 10(a), the for-

mation of the well-established skin-core structure
can be noted: (i) layers near the mold surfaces with
the fibers oriented in the direction of the mechanical
loading, parallel to the MDF and (ii) a central core
layer with the fibers oriented preferentially in trans-
verse direction to the mechanical loading. Between
each skin and the core, there are transition layers
with intermediary orientation of the reinforcements.
This orientation profile is derived from the well-

Figure 9 (a) Tensile modulus of PPcop composites with
weld line and (b) influence of weld line integrity factor
(LW) on the tensile modulus of PPcop composites versus
the volume fraction of reinforcements.

Figure 10 SEM micrographs showing: (a) the orientation
of the glass fibers following the skin-core structure along
the thickness of the 20GF20T hybrid composite; (b) the ori-
entation of GF in the WL plane (in the center of the pic-
ture) of the 40GF composite, formed with the meeting of
two flow fronts coming from opposite sides. The arrows
indicate the melt flow direction.
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known fountain flow effect verified at the melt flow
front and also from the parabolic velocity profile
formed during the filling of the injection-molding
cavity.3–5

Figure 10(b) shows the region where the two flow
fronts coming from opposite injection gates meet
and form the WL. As it can be seen, the GF are ori-
ented in the WL plane across the whole thickness of
the sample and are, therefore, transverse to the
direction of mechanical loading in tensile tests. This
unfavorable orientation contributes to the substantial
decrease in tensile properties measured in GF-rein-
forced PPcop composites with WL, as already dis-
cussed before. In composites with talc, this same
phenomenon is also observed with the talc lamellae
aligned parallel to the weak WL plane, as shown in
Figure 11. Nevertheless, their lower aspect ratio pro-
motes only a small depreciative effect on the me-
chanical properties in the presence of WL, as could
be verified from the tensile test results.

CONCLUSIONS

Through the hybridization of the reinforcement sys-
tem of thermoplastics using various aspect ratio fill-
ers, it is possible to obtain a improved mechanical
performance of injection-molded composites. The
properties for the hybrid GF/talc reinforced propyl-
ene copolymer hybrid composites were analyzed in
terms of tensile modulus and strength.

At a given constant total reinforcement concentra-
tion, the experimental data of tensile modulus and
strength of the hybrid composites without WL were
above the predictions derived from the estimated
rule of mixtures.

The combination of GFs with talc was shown to
be beneficial even for the WL strength of PPcop com-
posites, once a synergism effect could be reached
with the expected optimization of the fibers/par-
ticles packing efficiency of the hybrid reinforcement.

The authors acknowledge the supply of the materials from
the companies Borealis Brazil S.A., Magnesita S.A. and
Vetrotex/Saint-Gobain.
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